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1 Abstract
Being one of the most common post-translational protein modications occurring in humans, glycosylation plays a crucial role in the onset of various
diseases such as cancer. Mass spectrometry is often used to acquire glycan prole data in order to provide a quantitative assessment of variations
in glycan abundance between cancer and healthy patients, with the aim of
identifying biomarkers of the disease. In this paper, we propose a simple
computational method to accurately identify possible glycan biomarkers using prole data. Initially, we identify potential glycans from the prole data
using spectral searching based on a dedicated list of glycan compositions.
The method then identies subsets of glycans that are signicant in the fact
that they exhibit similar patterns within a class (either disease or healthy)
but exhibit large variance across classes. We illustrate the ecacy of the
method using previously studied data for discovering biomarkers in hepatocellular carcinoma using N-glycan serum markers. We were able to identify
the major biomarkers and were also able to identify several new glycans that
could be potential glycan biomarkers for Hepatocelluar carcinoma.

2 Introduction
Mass spectrometry (MS) has been widely used to determine both sequence
and structure of glycans in glycoproteins[6][9]. Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI) - Time-of-ight (TOF) mass spectrometry platforms have been utilized to study prole of glycans. MALDI is used to ionize
the glycan and the TOF reports accurate mass/charge (m/z ) values for each
glycan. The use of glycomic prole data from MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry platform for biomarker discovery has been previously explored in [5].
The method involved analysis of spectra using principal component analysis (PCA) to segregate prostate cancer from healthy. Region-of-convergence
(ROC) plot for each manually annotated glycan was used to assign a condence score indicative of utility of glycan as a biomarker for prostate cancer.
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Figure 1 from [5] shows an example mass spectra for cancer and healthy data
with annotated glycans.

Figure 1: Example of utility of glycan prole data for biomarker discovery
Recently [8] and [7] developed a computational method for identifying
potential biomarkers for hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and chronic liver
disease (CLD). Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is a form of cancer associated with the liver, typically associated with alcoholism [2]. HCC is dicult
to diagnose due to its heterogenity along with low sensitivity nature of current biomarkers used, which includes alphafetoprotein [3]. The glycoproteins
associated with HCC often display aberrant variations in glycan proles between cancer and healthy patients. In order to capitalize on this, [8] and
[7] build Support Vector Models (SVMs) to isolate importance spectra and
to identify glycans that show considerable change among HCC, CLD and
healthy. Using these methods, the authors were able to identify seven potential glycan biomarkers. However, the use of SVMs along with a complicated
glycan peak-picking algorithm makes the use of this methodology tedious.
In this project, a simple computational method is proposed that involves
automatic annotation of glycan spectra following which a multi-PCA to identify 'signicant' glycan biomarkers. Signicance implies that these glycans
show a cohesive prole pattern among either disease or healthy, but show a
large variance between healthy and disease. One hundred and fty one mass
spectra that included HCC (73) and normal (78) spectra from [8] was used
as test datasets. The original seven identied glycans were accounted for and
several new potential glycan biomarkers are also reported. The details of the
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method are outlined below in the methods section, and results acquired are
described in the results section.

3 Methods
3.1

DataProcessing

An in-house developed software tool, MultiNGlycan, was used to annotate
all mass spectra. A screen shot of the tool is given in Figure 2. MultiNGlycan uses dierent glycan compositions to construct theoretical glycan isotope
distributions, following which, the tool tries to nd the best correlation score
between the generated theoretical distributions and the observed distributions in a spectrum to annotate all observed glycans. Detailed working of
the tool and the steps it uses are outlined below.

Figure 2: Screenshot of MultiNGlycan Software Tool
The rst step is signal processing. MultiNGlycan lets the user specify the
mode of background subtraction. The user can set the percentages of spectrum intensities to be considered as background, which is then subtracted
from the original spectrum. For example, if the user chooses a percentage
level of 70, the program will start form the highest mass and sum up 70% of
intensities and divide by total number of peaks. Once the background has
been removed, peak picking is performed in order to detect glycan composition peaks. Peak picking is done by rst calculating the slope of two adjacent
points. If the slopes have a dramatic change from positive to negative or vice
versa, then the point is chosen to a peak or a valley depending on the change.
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It will not only consider two adjacent points but also a wide range of slope
change. This will prevent identication of noise as a true peak.
The second step is to load a glycan composition list, which contains putative glycan compositions. Here a list generated by a Ph.D. Student, Daniel
Schrider was used. For each chemical composition, we generate theoretical
isotope pattern. MultiNGlycan also has the capability to nd glycans that
have overlapping isotope patterns with each other.
The nal step is identifying the glycan compositions in spectra condently. Pattern matching is done between observed glycan distribution and
the theoretical glycan distribution using a t correlation score. In MultiNGlycan, three dierent models are used to calculate the correlation coecient
score. The rst is the 'self-glycan' model, in which the glycan is assumed to
be non-overlapping. A correlation coecient score is calculated by matching
theoretical and observed patterns through correlation methods. The second
is the 'mix-glycan model' in which the glycan is assumed to be overlapping
with another glycan. In this case, a composite theoretical pattern is generated from the two individual glycan patterns and matched to the observed.
The third model, the 'unknown-mix-glycan' model, the glycan is assumed
to be overlapping with an unknown compound such as a contamination.
The mass value of the unknown compound is estimated from the spectra
and a composite theoretical pattern is again generated and matched to the
observed. Linear regression methods are then used to identify the best correlation coecient value. In this project, the single-glycan model was used
along with its corresponding correlation score as a metric of condence.
In order to lter out inaccurate annotations, ltering steps were undertaken. Glycan annotations that were present in 30% of total spectra and
with a correlation t score > 0.5 were retained. Also, duplicated compositions that matched on mass (e.g. compositions that dier only in mannose
composition in that one had glucose and the other had galactose) were removed. After ltering, a total of 307 potential glycans were identied. The
glycan shaving algorithm, described next, was used to identify the ten most
signicant glycans that showed maximum variation between healthy and disease.
3.2

Glycan shaving

Analysis of 300 glycans across 151 spectra can be quite tedious, and thus
necessitates identication of signicant manageable number of glycans. The
reduction of the number of glycans, based on techniques used in [4], is done
by correlating the data with its rst principal component. The glycans with
the lowest correlation score are indicative of glycans that show minimal difference across the two classes. These can be removed. The method is iterated
until the desired numbers of glycans are reached. Step-by-step details of the
algorithm are given is section 3.2.1. A pictorial representation of the algo4

rithm is shown in Figure 3. The algorithm was iterated until 10 glycans were
acquired. These glycans are supposed to be coherent in intensity changes
while having high variance between cancer and no-cancer (healthy). Another
utility of the shaving technique is to reduce the cardinality of the number of
spectra by transposing X to shave o spectra instead of glycans. This was
done to acquire 10 signicant spectra.
3.2.1

Multi-PCA Algorithm

Consider that after annotation and ltering, a N xp matrix X is obtained
where N represents the number of glycans and p represents the number of
spectra

• PCA is performed on X resulting in generation on N principal components 1. ψ1 is the rst principal component and accounts for the most
variance in the data among all other principal components.
X 7−→ ψ1 , ψ2 , ψ3 . . . .ψN

(1)

• ψ1 is correlated with X using inner product < X, psi1 >.
• Sort glycans in X by inner product
• Shave of 10% of glycans with the lowest innert product score
• Repeat

Figure 3: Multi-PCA algorithm

4 Results
Figure 4 depicts the comparison of results from both the SVM method from
[8] and the simpler multi-PCA approach described in this paper. As can
be seen, the multi-PCA approach identied the most signicant biomarker
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(1580 m/z ). Please note that multi-PCA results report mass and so will be
dierent from the m/z value in the SVM method by about 1. The multiPCA approach also identied 2851 with a m/z error or 0.5. This appears
to be down-regulated in cancer. This might due to two reasons - one, the
results for the SVM-method show intensities from selected spectra, whereas
the multi-PCA shows glycan summed intensity for all spectra. Second, it
might be that there is no variation between HCC and NC (no-cancer) at all
to begin with. Out of the remaining 5 peaks, m/z s 1996, 4311 and 4501
were not present in the original composition le and were thus available
for annotation. 2040 m/z was ltered out due to bad correlation score. All
these four glycans missing from the multi-PCA result appear to not show any
aberrant intensity changes between cancer and non-cancer. The case of the
remaining glycan, 2187, is curious. The SVM-method identied the glycan to
be down regulated. The multi-PCA approach gave a bad correlation score for
this glycan, so in essence it got ltered out. However, on detailed analysis, it
was found to be overlapping with another glycan present at 2192 m/z, which
the multi-PCA reported to be signicant and up-regulated for HCC. This
indicates that our assumption of single-glycan patterns while annotation is
insucient due to the presence of overlapping glycans. This can be amended
by choosing the 'glycan-mix' correlation score and is left as one of the future
directions of this research.

Figure 4: Comparison of results from SVM-method (left) and multi-PCA
method (right). The SVM-method results plots seven glycan peaks as
m/z and their corresponding intensity in selected spectra. The multi-PCA
method results plots ten glycan peaks as mass (Da) and their summed intensity across all spectra. Comparison reveals two common identications,
which are indicated.
The multi-PCA approach was also able to identify additional glycan
peaks that showed remarkable variation between HCC and NC. Details of
some of these glycans including structural nature is given in Table 1. The
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structures were acquired by searching the Functional Glycomics database [1]
using the matched glycan composition and looking for structures seen in human serum which is the sample origin for this dataset. Of particular interest
are glycans at 2605 Da which indicate fucosylation and the glycan at 2966
Da whose all three possible structure show sialic-acid termination.
The shaving method was also applied on spectra to acquire 10 signicant
spectra. 7 HCC and 3 NC spectra were obtained and their sum is plotted in
Figure 5 against each other.

Table 1: Glycan List
GalNAc Fucose Neu5Ac

Mass

Glucose

Mannose

1783.88

0

6

2

0

0

2396.18

0

9

2

0

0

2605.30

2

3

4

1

0

2966.47

2

3

4

1

2

Structure

5 Conclusion & Future Direction
This project outlines a simple computational method to identify potential
glycan biomarkers using mass spectra acquired from a MALDI-TOF platform. The method was applied to data from previous research to validate
glycan biomarkers for hepatocellular carcinoma. Some reported biomarkers
were validated, and the missing ones were all accounted for. Additionally,
several new glycan composition and structures were identied that could be
further potential biomarkers.
An important component of glycan analysis that is missing here is eect
of linkage between saccharide molecules. These can be studied by applying
the same method to fragmentation data that represent glycan fragments.
Also, as indicated before, the eect of overlapping glycans can be studied in
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Figure 5: Summed intensities of 10 signicant spectra across two classes
detail. Another possible area of future research is through orthogonalizing
the dataset in order to identify other patterns.
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